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RFID Distance Bounding Protocols
with Mixed Challenges

Chong Hee Kim, Gildas Avoine

Abstract—RFID systems suffer from different location-based
attacks such as distance fraud, mafia fraud, and terrorist fraud.
Among them mafia fraud is the most serious one as it can
be mounted without the awareness of neither the reader nor
the tag. In such an attack, the adversary acts as a man-in-the-
middle who relays the signal between the two entities, possibly
without knowing the specifications of the protocol used on the
channel. Recently, distance bounding protocols measuring the
round-trip times of messages exchanged between the reader and
the tag have been designed to prevent this attack. Almost all the
existing proposals are based on binary challenges, with no final
signature, and provide a mafia fraud success probability equal
to (3/4)n, where n is the number of rounds in the protocol,
or require too much memory. In this article, we introduce new
distance bounding protocols, based on binary mixed challenges,
that converge toward the expected and optimal(1/2)n bound
and which only require little memory.

Index Terms—RFID, authentication, distance bounding proto-
col, relay attack, distance fraud.

I. I NTRODUCTION

RADIO-Frequency Identification (RFID) devices, which
include tags and contactless smartcards, are usually

passive, namely they operate without any internal battery and
receive power from the reader. They offer a long lifetime anda
reduced cost but suffer from limited computational and storage
capabilities.

RFID-based systems are vulnerable to different location-
based attacks, especially the mafia fraud [1]. Such an attack
consists in an adversary making a reader believe that it is
communicating with a legitimate tag, and vice versa, while this
is not the case. The adversary acts as a man-in-the-middle who
relays the signal between the two entities, possibly without
knowing the specifications of the protocol used on the channel.
Consequently, the mafia fraud cannot be prevented using a
cryptographic protocol that operates only in the application
layer.

One solution to mitigate this problem consists in providing
to the devices a means to obtain their global location, e.g.,
with a GPS module. Unfortunately, the technical and cost
requirements of this approach do not fit the RFID constraints.
The way that is considered today to thwart the mafia fraud
in RFID systems is based on the use ofdistance bounding
protocols, which measure the signal strength or the commu-
nication time. Measuring the signal strength is not secure as
the adversary can easily amplify the signal. Therefore, in this
article, we consider distance bounding protocols based in the
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measurement of the round-trip time of authenticated messages
exchanged between two RFID devices, namely a tag and a
reader.

A. Frauds

The mafia fraudhas been introduced by Desmedt et al. [9],
[10], then extended by Bengio et al. [3]. In this attack scenario,
both the reader (R) and the tag (T ) are honest, but an adversary
performs a man-in-the-middle attack between them, using a
fraudulent tag (T ) and a fraudulent reader (R). The fraudulent
tag T interacts with the honest readerR and the fraudulent
readerR interacts with the honest tagT . The devicesT and
R cooperate together and communicate through a wired or
wireless dedicated channel. This architecture enablesT to
convinceR of a statement related to the secret information
of the honest tagT , without actually knowing anything about
this secret information.

Following the mafia fraud, two other attacks have been
suggested: thedistance fraudand theterrorist fraud (see [1]
for a comprehensive and historical overview). In the distance
fraud, the adversary is no longer a man-in-the-middle but a
dishonest tag that claims to be closer than it really is. The
terrorist fraud is an extension of mafia fraud where the tagT
is no longer honest and collaborates with the fraudulent tag
T . The dishonest tagT usesT to convince the reader that it
is closer than it really is, butT does not want to provide to
T the ability to perform itself the fraud afterward.

Among these attacks, the mafia fraud is definitely the most
serious one since it can be mounted without the awareness of
the honest tag. Many works about distance bounding have been
published recently [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [11], [12], [13], [15],
[16], [17], [19]. None of them has succeeded in preventing
mafia, distance, and terrorist fraud attacks simultaneously.
Defeating three attacks simultaneously is quite a difficult
challenge and an ongoing research topic. Up to our knowledge,
there is no existing scheme yet that resists to the three frauds
with a significant probability. Therefore we only focus on
mafia and distance fraud attacks in this article.

B. Distance bounding protocols

In 1993, Brands and Chaum presented the first distance
bounding protocol [4]. The basic mechanism is as follows. The
protocol includes afast-bit exchangephase where the reader
sends out one bit and starts a timer. Then the tag responds
to the reader with one bit that stops the timer. The reader
measures the round-trip time and extracts the propagation time.
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After a series ofn rounds (n is a security parameter), the
reader decides whether the tag is within the authorized area.

The processing time spent during the exchanges should be
minimized to reduce the uncertainty of the distance-bounding
process. Single-bit exchanges provide the highest time (and
therefore distance) resolution, as it depends only on propa-
gation time, pulse width, and processing delay. In contrast,
some authors suggest multi-bit exchanges [7], but this affects
the resolution.

The choice of the communication medium and the transmis-
sion format should be optimized as well. In [8], the authors
propose some principles: 1) use a communication medium
with a propagation speed as close as possible to the physical
limit for propagating information through space-time, 2) use a
communication format in which only a single bit is transmitted
and recipient can instantly react on its reception, 3) minimize
the length of the symbol used to represent this single bit.

Reader Tag
(secretK) (secretK)

Pick a randomNa Pick a randomNb
Na

−−−−−−−−−→
Nb

←−−−−−−−−−

H = h(K,Na, Nb)
v0 = H1 ||H2 || . . . ||Hn

v1 = Hn+1||Hn+2|| . . . ||H2n

Start of fast bit exchange
for i = 1 to n

Pick Ci ∈ {0, 1}

Start Clock
Ci

−−−−−−−−−→

Ri =
{

v0
i

, if Ci = 0
v1
i

, if Ci = 1

Stop Clock
Ri

←−−−−−−−−−

End of fast bit exchange

Check correctness of
Ri’s and△ti ≤ tmax

Fig. 1. Hancke and Kuhn’s protocol

Hancke and Kuhn propose in [12] a distance bounding
protocol (HK) that undeniabily became a key-reference in this
domain. As depicted in Fig. 1, the protocol is carried out as
follows. After the exchange of random noncesNa andNb, the
reader and the tag compute twon-bit sequences,v0 and v1,
using a pseudorandom function (in practice a MAC algorithm
or a hash function). Then the reader sends a random bit,n
times. Upon receiving a bit, the tag sends back a bitRi from
v0 (resp.v1) if the received bitCi is equal to0 (resp.1). After
n rounds, the reader checks the correctness of the valuesRi

and the measured round-trip times.
An adversary who tries to impersonate a tag needs to

correctly answer to then challenges. In each round, the
probability that she sends a correct response isa priori 1

2
.

However she can query the tag in advance with some arbitrary
C ′

i ’s, between the nonces’ exchange phase and the fast bit
exchange phase. In other words, the adversary can use apre-
ask strategy, defined in [1]. Doing so, the adversary obtainsn
bits from the registers. For example, if the adversary queries

the tag withn zeroes, she entirely getsv0. With the probability
of 1

2
, the adversary has the correct guess, that isC ′

i = Ci,
and therefore has in advance the correct valuesRi’s that are
needed to satisfy the reader. With the probability of1

2
, the

adversary can only reply with a random bit, which is correct
with probability 1

2
. Therefore, the adversary can reply correctly

to the reader with probability3
4
.

One of the solutions to reduce this probability consists in
including a final signed message [4], [17], [19]. However this
approach introduces an overhead and requires an additional
message to be transmitted, slowing down the protocol execu-
tion.

Reader Tag
(secretK) (secretK)

Pick a randomNa Pick a randomNb
Na

−−−−−−−→
Nb

←−−−−−−−

H = h(K,Na, Nb)
P = H1 ||H2 || . . . ||Hn

v0 = Hn+1 ||Hn+2 || . . . ||H2n

v1 = H2n+1||H2n+2|| . . . ||H3n

Start of fast bit exchange
for i = 1 to n

Pick Ci ∈ {0, 1}
{

Ci, if Pi = 1
void, if Pi = 0

Start Clock
Ci or void
−−−−−−−−−→

Ri =
{

v0
i

, if Ci = 0,
v1
i

, if Ci = 1.
Detect error if challenge
is not void whenPi = 0.
Tag becomes mute after
error detection.

Stop Clock
Ri or void
←−−−−−−−−−

End of fast bit exchange

Check correctness of
E=h(K,v0,v1)
←−−−−−−−−−−

Ri’s, E and△ti ≤ tmax

Fig. 2. Munilla and Peinado’s protocol

Munilla and Peinado, in collaboration with Ortiz, propose
in [15], [16] a modified version of Hancke and Kuhn’s protocol
by applying “void challenges” in order to reduce the success
probability of the adversary. As shown in Fig. 2, the challenges
from the reader are divided into two categories,full challenges
andvoid challenges. After the exchange of random nonces (Na

andNb), the reader and the tag compute a3n-bit sequence,
P ||v0||v1, using a pseudorandom function. The vectorP is
used to decide when sending void challenges: ifPi = 1 the
reader sends a random challenge, while ifPi = 0 it sends
a void challenge, i.e., it does not send anything. The void
challenges allow the tag to detect if an adversary is currently
trying to obtain the responses in advance. If the tag detects
such a behavior, it stops sending responses. Otherwise, the
protocol eventually ends with a message to verify that no
adversary has been detected.

The adversary can choose between two main strategies: (a)
querying the tag in advance, taking the risk to be uncovered by
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the reader (pre-ask strategy), and (b) answering randomly to
the reader and then querying the tag in order to get the valid
final signature (post-ask strategy). The mafia fraud success
probability depends onpf , the probability of occurrence of a
full challenge, and can be calculated as follows:

PrMP =

{

(1−
pf

2
)n, if pf ≤ 4

5
(post-ask strategy),

(pf · 3

4
)n, if pf > 4

5
(pre-ask strategy).

(1)

The smallest mafia fraud success probability is obtained when
pf = 4/5, but it is not easy to generate a bit stringP with
such apf . However, the valuepf = 3/4 is close to4/5 and is
much easier to generate. By generating a random2n-bit P and
letting ‘00’, ‘01’, or ‘10’ asPi = 1 and ‘11’ asPi = 0, we can
get pf = 3/4. If the responses of the tag are taken out from
one edge of the bit-string (LSB, the least significant bit) or
from the other one (MSB, the most significant bit) depending
on the challenge,n + 1 bits are enough to generatev0||v1.
Therefore3n+ 1 bits only (2n bits for P , n+ 1 bits for the
responses) needs to be stored. The success probability of the
adversary is( 5

8
)n if the stringP is random [16], which is less

than ( 3
4
)n.

Note that the final confirmation messageh(K, v0, v1) does
not take anyCi input. So it can be pre-computed before the
fast bit exchange starts. Unfortunately, the disadvantages of
this protocol is that (a) it requires three (physical) states: 0, 1,
andvoid, which may be difficult to implement (b) the success
probability of the adversary is higher than( 1

2
)n.

Avoine and Tchamkerten proposed in [2] a distance bound-
ing protocol using a decision tree to set up the fast phase.
Their protocol shows a good security against the mafia fraud:
the adversary success probability is( 1

2
)n(n

2
+ 1). However

its memory requirement exponentially increases asn becomes
larger, that is,2n+1 − 2 bits should be stored in the tag.
To overcome this huge memory requirement, they propose a
variant using several smaller trees that reduces the storage
requirement but that increases the adversary’s probability of
success. Withα small trees of depthk, i.e., n = αk, the
adversary’s probability of success is(( 1

2
)k(k

2
+ 1))α and the

number of bits to store isα(2k+1 − 2).
Trujillo-Rasua, Martin, and Avoine proposed in [18] a new

distance bounding protocol, called Poulidor, based on graphs.
Their goal is not to provide the best security against mafia
fraud or distance fraud, but to design a protocol that ensures a
reasonable trade-off between these concerns, while still using
a linear memory.

C. Contributions

We provide new distance bounding protocols, KA1, KA1+,
and KA2, that usemixed challenges. Compared to MP [15],
[16], our protocols do not require neither three physical states
nor a confirmation message, which improves their efficiency.
KA1 was originally proposed in the extended abstract [14].
KA1+ is a slight modification of KA1 to decrease the adver-
sary success probability when considering a distance fraud.
KA2 reduces the adversary success probability, considering
both mafia and distance frauds, and the memory consumption
of the tag as well, without sacrificing any valuable property
compared to KA1.

Reader Tag
(secretK) (secretK)

Pick a randomNa Pick a randomNb
Na

−−−−−−→
Nb

←−−−−−

H = h(K,Na, Nb)
T = H1 ||H2 || . . . ||Hn

D = Hn+1 ||Hn+2 || . . . ||H2n

v0 = H2n+1||H2n+2|| . . . ||H3n

v1 = H3n+1||H3n+2|| . . . ||H4n

Start of fast bit exchange
for i = 1 to n

Pick Si ∈ {0, 1}

Ci =
{

Si, if Ti = 1
Di, if Ti = 0

Start Clock
Ci

−−−−−→
If Ti = 1, then

Ri =
{

v0
i

, if Ci = 0
v1
i

, if Ci = 1
If Ti = 0, then

Ri =
{

v0
i

, if Ci = Di

random, ifCi 6= Di

(error detected)

∗ After error detection,
only send random answers
until the end of the protocol.

Stop Clock
Ri

←−−−−−
End of fast bit exchange

Check:△ti ≤ tmax

Check: correctness ofRi

Fig. 3. Distance bounding protocol using mixed challenges: KA1 protocol

We also provide a comparison of KA1, KA2, and
other existing key-reference protocols: HK (Hancke and
Kuhn) [12], MP (Munilla and Peinado) [15], AT (Avoine
and Tchamkerten) [2], and Poulidor (Trujillo-Rasua, Martin,
and Avoine) [18]. Finally we provide an analysis in a noisy
channel.

II. D ISTANCE BOUNDING PROTOCOLS USING MIXED

CHALLENGES: KA1 AND KA1+

A. Description of KA1

To overcome the disadvantage of MP, we present an en-
hancing technique based onmixed challenges: the challenges
from the reader to the tag in the fast-bit exchange are divided
into two categories, therandom challengesand thepredefined
challenges. The earlier are random bits chosen by the reader
and the latter are predefined bits known in advance by both
the reader and the tag.

As shown in Fig. 3, the reader and the tag compute a random
4n-bit sequenceT ||D||v0||v1, after the exchange of random
nonces (Na andNb). The vectorT is used to decide whether a
random or a predefined challenge should be sent: ifTi = 1 the
reader sends a random challengeSi ∈ {0, 1}, while if Ti = 0 it
sends a predefined challengeDi to the tag. From the adversary
viewpoint, all Ci’s look like random. Therefore she cannot
distinguish random challenges from predefined challenges.
However, with the predefined challenges, the tag can detect an
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adversary who early queries it with wrong challenges. Upon
reception of a challengeCi, the tag sends back the bitvCi

i

if Ti = 1 (random challenge). WhenTi = 0 (predefined
challenge), the tag sends back the bitv0i if Ci = Di or a
random bit if Ci 6= Di (it detects an error). Once the tag
has detected an error, it always replies a random value (See
Section II-B) to all the subsequent challenges sent by the
reader. By doing this, both the reader and the tag fight the
adversary.

We point out that we do not use any confirmation message
after the end of the fast bit exchange phase, which improves
the efficiency in terms of computation and communication
compared to MP [16].

B. Discussion about the tag’s behavior after an error is
detected

In our protocol, the tag always replies with a random bit
after the detection of an error. This is a conservative behavior
but some other ones are also possible.

Interrupt the protocol. One may think that the tag can
simply interrupt the protocol when an error is detected. How-
ever, the reader may simply concludes in such a case that the
protocol failed, while in practice it could be interesting for
the reader to be able to distinguish a failure from an attack;
it could so react accordingly.

Complementary bits.Another variant is for the tag to send
the complementary bits of the right answers once an error is
detected. In this way, the tag helps the reader to detect earlier
that an attack occurs. Indeed, if the strategy of the adversary
consists exactly in sending to the reader what she previously
received from the tag, her probability of success is 0 once
she sent a wrong challenge. However, with such a variant, a
better strategy for the adversary is to expect an early wrong
challenge, and then to flip all the subsequent responses from
the tag. His probability of success becomes 1 once she sent a
wrong challenge.

Half-time complementary bits. To thwart an attack based
on the “flip strategy”, one way consists in flipping only half
of the responses. Thus, after an error is detected, the tag sends
a right response whenTi = 0 but sends a complementary one
when Ti = 1. As the adversary cannot distinguish between
Ti = 0 and Ti = 1, she cannot decide when she delivers
the response as it is or not. Consequently, after an error, the
probability for the adversary to get the right response is 1 if
Ti = 0, and 0 ifTi = 1.

Use the obsoleteDis. Instead of using the complementary
approach or generating new random bits, the tag may reply
with the remainingDi’s after an attack is detected. Indeed,
after a wrong challenge is received, theDi’s become useless.
This approach has two advantages: (a) to avoid generating
new random values; (b) to help the reader to detect earlier
an attack (the reader checks if the answers match theDi’s).
However, as theDi’s are still used for the reader’s challenges
when Ti = 0, this variant gives to the adversary the ability
to observe that she has been detected by the tag. She may so
interrupt the protocol, expecting the reader to conclude that a
failure occurs instead of an attack.

Use the obsoleteTis. As in the previous variant, after an
error is detected, the tag uses an already generated random
register that is no longer in use. So,T is used instead ofD
becauseT does not reveal that the adversary is detected. This
variant presents the same two advantages than the previous
one without revealing the attack detection.

A detailed analysis of the success probability of the adver-
sary follows in the next section. We consider in this analysis
the basic version of the protocol, where the tag replies with
random bits after an error is detected.

C. Security analysis

We define pd as the probability that a challenge is a
predefined challenge. Similarly pr is defined as the probability
that a challenge is arandom challenge. Therefore we have
pd + pr = 1.

The adversary can choose one out of two attack strategies:
classical impersonation or pre-ask strategy. The post-ask
strategy is useless since the protocol does not have any
final message [1]. The adversary’s probabilities of success
are respectively denotedPimpersonation and Ppre−ask. The
probability Pimpersonation is always (1/2)n and smaller
thanPpre−ask. Therefore it is better for the adversary to use
the pre-ask strategy. From now on we only considerPpre−ask.

1) Mafia fraud success probability:To computePpre−ask,
we assume that the adversary queries the tag in advance. If
the challenge,C∗

i , that the adversary sends in advance to the
tag is the same than the challengeCi sent by the reader to
the tag, she sends the response received from the tag to the
reader. IfC∗

i 6= Ci, then she sends a random bit to the reader.
The probability of not being detected by the reader until the

i-th round,P (i), depends whether the attack is detected by
the tag in the previous rounds or not. We define the following
events:

• āi: the event that the attack isnot detected at thei-th
round by the reader,

• bi: the event that the attack is detected at thei-th round
by the tag,

• b̄i: the event that the attack isnot detected at thei-th
round by the tag,

• Āi: the event that the attack isnot detecteduntil the i-th
round by the reader,

• Bi: the event that the attack is detected at thei-th round
by the tagfor the first time ,

• B̄i: the event that the attack isnot detecteduntil the i-th
round by the tag.

Therefore,

P (i) = Pr(Āi|B̄i) Pr(B̄i) +

i
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) Pr(Bk). (2)

The probability of being detected by the tag in thei-th round
for the first time is:

Pr(Bi) = (1−
pd
2
)i−1 ·

pd
2
, (3)
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and the probability of not being detected by the tag untili-th
round is:

Pr(B̄i) = (1−
pd
2
)i. (4)

We can compute

Pr(Āi|Bk) =

k−1
∏

j=1

Pr(āj |b̄j) ·

i
∏

j=k

Pr(āj |bk), (5)

wherePr(āj |bk) = 1

2
, k ≤ j and

Pr(āj |b̄j) =
Pr(āj ∩ b̄j)

Pr(b̄j)
.

The probabilityPr(āj ∩ b̄j) = Pr(āj ∩ b̄j |pd)pd + Pr(āj ∩
b̄j |pr)pr. And Pr(āj ∩ b̄j |pd) = 1

2
as the adversary should

send the correct challenge.Pr(āj ∩ b̄j |pr) =
3

4
as this is the

same as in Hancke and Kuhn’s protocol. This yields:

Pr(āj |b̄j) =
1

2
pd +

3

4
pr

1− pd

2

=
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

. (6)

From Equations (5) and (6), we have

Pr(Āi|Bk) =

k−1
∏

j=1

Pr(āj |b̄j) ·

i
∏

j=k

Pr(āj |bk)

=
k−1
∏

j=1

2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

·
i
∏

j=k

1

2

= (
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)k−1 · (
1

2
)i−k+1. (7)

Similarly

Pr(Āi|B̄i) =

i
∏

j=1

Pr(āj |b̄j) = (
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)i. (8)

From Equations (2), (3), (4), (7), and (8), we can finally
compute the probability of not being detected by the reader
until the i-th round as follows:

P (i) = Pr(Āi|B̄i) Pr(B̄i) +

i
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) Pr(Bk)

= (
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)i(1−
pd
2
)i +

i
∑

k=1

{

(
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)k−1(
1

2
)i−k+1}{(1−

pd
2
)k−1 pd

2

}

= (
3− pd

4
)i +

pd
2

i
∑

k=1

(
3− pd

4
)k−1(

1

2
)i−k+1.

Whenpd = 0 (always random challenges),

P (i) = (
3

4
)i,

and whenpd = 1 (always predefined challenges),

P (i) = (
1

2
)i +

1

2

i
∑

k=1

(
1

2
)k−1(

1

2
)i−k+1

= (
1

2
)i(

i

2
+ 1). (9)

2) Distance fraud success probability:Until now we as-
sumed that the tag was honest and the adversary tried to
perform a mafia fraud. In this section, we consider the case of
a dishonest tag. The latter knows the predefined challenges
before the fast-bit exchange phase starts and may use this
knowledge to deceive the reader.

In the extended abstract [14], we assume that each bit ofT
is generated according to the distribution ofpd (or pr). The
probability of success of the distance fraud by the dishonest
tag for one round is:

Pdistance fraud = Prandom ch. & deceive+ Ppredefined ch. & deceive

= pr(Pv0

i
=v1

i
& deceive+ Pv0

i
6=v1

i
& deceive) + pd

= pr · (
1

2
· 1 +

1

2
·
1

2
) + pd

=
3

4
pr + pd

= 1−
1

4
pr.

If a challenge is random (Ti = 1) and thei-th bits of v0 and
v1 are equal, then the tag can send its response early. If thei-
th bits ofv0 andv1 are not equal andTi = 1, the tag chooses
the response randomly. If a challenge is predefined (Ti = 0),
she can send its response early. Hence, the overall probability
for n rounds is(1− 1

4
pr)

n.

D. Description of KA1+

In this article, we propose a new method, called KA1+,
to generateT , such that the tag generatesn − ⌈n · pd⌉ 1’s
and ⌈n · pd⌉ 0’s and randomly mixes them according to the
output of h(K,Na, Nb). There are so exactlyn − ⌈n · pd⌉
random challenges. The success probability of the distance
fraud becomes( 3

4
)n−⌈n·pd⌉, which is better than the one

achieve with KA1.
We note that the success probability of the distance fraud

decreases aspr gets closer to1. However that of the mafia
fraud increases aspr becomes higher. Therefore the trade-off
between these two attacks should be considered according to
the applications.

III. I MPROVED SCHEME: KA2

A. Description of KA2

In KA1, the tag can ckeck whether an attack occurs only
when a challenge is predefined. The adversary’s probabilityof
success in one round then becomes1

2
after an error is detected

by the tag. In KA2, the predefined challenges are placed in
the firstα rounds of the fast bit exchange phase, which allows
to detect the attack earlier, hence decreasing the probability of
success of the adversary. The random challenges are sent in
the remainingβ = n − α rounds, hence makingpd = α

n
. By

doing so, KA2, which is depicted in Fig. 4, provides a better
security against both the mafia fraud and the distance fraud
than KA1. Furthermore KA2 requires less memory.
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Reader Tag
(secretK) (secretK)

Pick a randomNa Pick a randomNb
Na

−−−−−−→
Nb

←−−−−−

H = h(K,Na, Nb)
v0 = H1 ||H2 || . . . ||Hn

v1 = Hn+1||Hn+2|| . . . ||H2n−α

D = H2n−α+1||H2n−α+2|| . . . ||H2n

Start of fast bit exchange
for i = 1 to α

Ci = Di

Start Clock
Ci

−−−−−→

Ri =
{

v0
i

, if Ci = Di

random, ifCi 6= Di

(error detected)
∗ After error detection,
only send random answers
until the end of the protocol.

Stop Clock
Ri

←−−−−−
for i = α+ 1 to n

Pick Si ∈ {0, 1}
Ci = Si

Start Clock
Ci

−−−−−→

Ri =
{

v0
i

, if Ci = 0
v1
i

, if Ci = 1

Stop Clock
Ri

←−−−−−
End of fast bit exchange

Check:△ti ≤ tmax

Check: correctness ofRi

Fig. 4. Distance bounding protocol using mixed challenges: KA2 protocol

B. Mafia fraud success probability

The probability of not being detected by the reader until the
i-th round,P (i), is

P (i) = Pr(Āi|B̄i) Pr(B̄i) +
i

∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) Pr(Bk).

To computeP (i), we have to consider two cases:i ≤ α and
i > α. Wheni ≤ α, only predefined challenges are sent. When
i > α, random challenges are sent after predefined challenges.

1) Probability wheni ≤ α: When i ≤ α, there are only
predefined challenges. Thereforepd = 1 andP (i) is computed
from Equation (9):

P (i) = (
1

2
)i(

i

2
+ 1), i ≤ α. (10)

2) Probability wheni > α:

P (i) = Pr(Āi|B̄i) Pr(B̄i) +

i
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) Pr(Bk).

The probability of being detected by the tag in thei-th round
for the first time is:

Pr(Bi) =

{

( 1
2
)i−1 · 1

2
= ( 1

2
)i, i ≤ α,

0, i > α.
(11)

and the probability of not being detected by the tag until the
i-th round is:

Pr(B̄i) =

{

( 1
2
)i, i ≤ α,

( 1
2
)α, i > α.

(12)

From Equations (11) and (12), we have:

P (i) = Pr(Āi|B̄i) Pr(B̄i) +

i
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) Pr(Bk),

= Pr(Āi|B̄i)(
1

2
)α +

α
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk)(
1

2
)k, (13)

where i > α. We can computePr(Āi|Bk) for i > α and
1 ≤ k ≤ α:

Pr(Āi|Bk) =

k−1
∏

j=1

Pr(āj |b̄j) ·

i
∏

j=k

Pr(āj |bk), (14)

wherePr(āj |bk) = 1

2
, k ≤ j and

Pr(āj |b̄j) =
Pr(āj ∩ b̄j)

Pr(b̄j)
.

The probabilityPr(āj ∩ b̄j) =
1

2
, as the adversary should send

the correct challenge. Therefore:

Pr(āj |b̄j) =
1

2

1

2

= 1.

From Equation (14), we have

Pr(Āi|Bk) =
k−1
∏

j=1

Pr(āj |b̄j) ·
i
∏

j=k

Pr(āj |bk)

=

k−1
∏

j=1

1 ·

i
∏

j=k

1

2
,

= (
1

2
)i−k+1, (15)

and

Pr(Āi|B̄i) =

α
∏

j=1

Pr(āj |b̄j) ·

i
∏

j=α+1

Pr(āj |b̄j)

=

α
∏

j=1

1 ·

i
∏

j=α+1

(
3

4
)

= (
3

4
)i−α. (16)

From Equations, (13), (15) and (16), we can finally compute
the probability of not being detected by the reader until the
i-th round,P (i), for i > α as follows:

P (i) = Pr(Āi|B̄i) Pr(B̄i) +

i
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) Pr(Bk),

= Pr(Āi|B̄i) · (
1

2
)α +

α
∑

k=1

Pr(Āi|Bk) · (
1

2
)k,

= (
3

4
)i−α · (

1

2
)α +

α
∑

k=1

(
1

2
)i−k+1 · (

1

2
)k,

= (
3

4
)i−α · (

1

2
)α + α(

1

2
)i+1, i > α. (17)
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From Equations (10) and (17), we finally have:

P (i) =

{

( 1
2
)i( i

2
+ 1), i ≤ α,

( 3
4
)i−α · ( 1

2
)α + α( 1

2
)i+1, i > α.

(18)

For n rounds, we haveP (n) = ( 3
4
)n−α · ( 1

2
)α + α( 1

2
)n+1.

C. Distance fraud success probability

During the firstα iterations, the dishonest tag can correctly
answer to the challenges. Therefore the success probability for
the firstα rounds is 1. For the remainingn−α rounds, if the
i-th bits ofv0 andv1 are the same, then the tag can definitely
send a correct response without waiting for the query. If the
i-th bits ofv0 andv1 are not equal then the tag has to choose
the response randomly. So the probability of success is3

4
. The

overall probability of success is( 3
4
)n−α.

IV. A NALYSIS WITH NOISE

In practice, channel noise introduces some errors in the
communication between the tag and the reader. Therefore, the
reader must accept a tag as valid, even if, out ofn received
responses, at mostm are incorrect. However, the adversary
can get benefits from this threshold. Consequently, we analyze
the success probability of the adversary in the noisy case. We
define the following new event and notions:

• Ci: the event that at mostm errors are detected until the
i-th round by the reader,

• m1: the number of errors detected by the reader before
the tag detects an error,

• m2: the number of errors detected by the reader after the
tag detects an error,m = m1 +m2.

A. Analysis of KA1 with a noisy channel

The success probability of the adversary for KA1 protocol
is:

P (n) = Pr(Cn|B̄n) Pr(B̄n) +

n
∑

k=1

Pr(Cn|Bk) Pr(Bk), (19)

where

Pr(Cn|B̄n) =

m
∑

i=0

(

n

i

)

(1− Pr(āi|b̄i))
i(Pr(āi|b̄i))

n−i,

=

m
∑

i=0

(

n

i

)

(1−
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)i(
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)n−i,

(20)

and

Pr(Cn|Bk)

=

m1
∑

i=0

(

k − 1

i

)

(1− Pr(āi|b̄i))
i(Pr(āi|b̄i))

k−1−i,

·

m2
∑

i=0

(

n− k + 1

i

)

(1− Pr(āi|bk))
iPr(āi|bk)

n−k+1−i
,

=

m1
∑

i=0

(

k − 1

i

)

(1−
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)i(
2pd + 3pr
4− 2pd

)n−i,

·

m2
∑

i=0

(

n− k + 1

i

)

(
1

2
)n−k+1. (21)
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Fig. 5. Mafia fraud success probabilities of KA2 protocol in the noisy case.

From Equations (3) and (4), we have:

Pr(Bk) = (1−
pd
2
)i−k ·

pd
2
, (22)

Pr(B̄n) = (1−
pd
2
)n. (23)

Therefore, from Equations (19), (20), (21), (22), and (23) we
can compute the success probability of the adversary in a noisy
channel.

B. Analysis of KA2 with a noisy channel

When the channel is noisy, the success probability of the
adversary with KA2 is:

P (n) = Pr(Cn|B̄n) Pr(B̄n) +
α
∑

k=1

Pr(Cn|Bk) Pr(Bk), (24)

where

Pr(Cn|B̄n) =

m
∑

i=0

(

n

i

)

(1− (
3

4
)n−α))i((

3

4
)n−α)n−i, (25)

and

Pr(Cn|Bk) =

m2
∑

i=0

(

n− k + 1

i

)

(
1

2
)n−k+1. (26)

As k ≤ α and Pr(āi|b̄i) = 1 for i ≤ k, we have always
m1 = 0.

From Equation (11) and (12), we have

Pr(Bk) = (
1

2
)k, (27)

Pr(B̄n) = (
1

2
)α. (28)

The adversary’s success probabilities of KA2 protocol in
the noisy case are depicted in Fig. 5.

V. COMPARISONS

We compare our protocols with HK (Hancke and
Kuhn) [12], MP (Munilla and Peinado) [15], AT (Avoine
and Tchamkerten) [2], and Poulidor (Trujillo-Rasua, Martin,
and Avoine) [18] in terms of mafia fraud success probability
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TABLE I
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Protocol Memory requirement in Tag
HK 2n
MP 3n+ 1
AT 2n+1 − 2

AT3 14n
3

Poulidor 4n
KA1 4n
KA2 2n

and storage requirements1. We also compare them with the
multiple-tree variant of AT, named “AT3,” that has a linear
memory and a smaller mafia fraud success probability. We
choose the number of trees,α = n

3
. Then the required memory

is 14n
3

≃ 5n.
We depict the mafia fraud success probabilities in Fig. 6

and 7, wherepf = 0.75 for MP as recommended by Munilla
and Peinado. In Fig. 6, we depict the probabilities whenpd =
0.5. AT demonstrates the best security level and HK the worst.
KA2, KA1, and Poulidor are the second ones. We point out
that AT3 is not as good as expected, staying between MP and
HK.

In Fig. 7, we compare the mafia fraud success probabilities
by varying pd. The probabilities of HK, AT3, Poulidor, and
AT do not change. Those of KA2, KA1, and MP depend on
the value ofpd (pf in MP). The probabilities of KA2 and
KA1 are bounded by HK and AT. Whenpd = 0, they are the
same than HK. Whenpd = 1, they are the same than AT. We
emphasize that KA2 shows a better security than KA1 in any
case.

One of the advantages of our protocols is that we can easily
change the mafia fraud success probability by varyingpd. As
we raised in the security analysis, the distance fraud success
probability also depends onpd. Therefore according to the
applications, one can choose an appropriatepd.

The storage requirement is listed in Table I. All protocols
except AT need a linear memory. In order to supply a com-
parison, we chose AT with a linear memory, i.e., AT3, which
needs5n bits of memory. KA2 and HK need the smallest
memory, namely2n bits. KA1 and Poulidor need4n bits.

Therefore we can conclude that KA2 shows the best security
with the smallest memory. Furthermore it has a flexibility
of changing the mafia fraud and the distance fraud success
probabilities easily, an interesting feature that most protocols
do not have.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we provided new distance bounding protocols
with mixed challenges. KA1 uses predefined and random
challenges in an arbitrary way. In KA2, all the predefined
challenges are sent before the random challenges, decreasing
so the success probability of the adversary. KA2 needs half
of the memory required by KA1 and decreases the success

1Most protocols do not consider the distance fraud and do not provide the
distance fraud success probabilities. Therefore we only compare the mafia
fraud success probabilities. For the same reason, we only consider a noise-
free case.
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Fig. 6. Mafia fraud success probabilities of distance bounding protocols. In
MP protocol,pf = 0.75.
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probability of the mafia and distance frauds. KA2 is thus the
distance bounding protocol that provides the current best trade-
off between mafia fraud resistance and memory.

Although KA2 brushes the theoretical limits, future works
are still needed in the domain of distance bounding. First ofall,
our security analysis mostly focuses on mafia fraud and keeps
aside the distance fraud. Although the success probabilityof
the distance fraud can be computed with KA2, this value is
not known for AT and Poulidor, which makes the comparison
difficult with respect to this fraud.

Finally, Hancke and Kuhn’s protocol (HK) has been the key-
reference in the domain of distance bounding and is always
considered in the comparison of protocols. This is due to its
simple design, but also because it is the protocol that requires
the smallest memory among the existing distance bounding
protocols of its category. KA2 is actually the only protocol
that achieves some better security than HK, while keeping the
same memory and the same number of rounds than HK.
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